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About This Game

So begins our story about the prince who dreams to save the princess. This is a platform-puzzle game where you have to
overcome the obstacles with the help of ice by freezing anything and everything. Despite its shortness, the game has time to

plunge you into its magical atmosphere, telling a story-tale; able to wrest you from reality and give the feeling of light nostalgic
sadness.

Why there is always some cruel joke in most of the things happening in our world? When the eternal night covered the
kingdom, and the warmth left souls and hearts, leaving only a cold stone behind, the one who has managed to benefit from these
circumstances and whose heart is even colder than all the others is sent to save his beloved, it’s the prince himself, a young and

ambitious Noname.

If you can’t change the situation in the bud, then make its features your weapon. If everything around is breathing with deep
cold, then give the same back. The main thing is not to go overboard. Our prince is just a man after all: once he turns his heart

into ice completely, it will break like fragile glass, leaving these lands without the only possible savior...
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